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Introduction

This module, Module 20, is the last in a series of four

designed to help vocational educators develop and use voca'-^

tIonal competency measures. Module 17 provided an overview of

using competency measures in vocational education programs.

Module 18 discussed how to determine requirements for voca-

tional competency measures. And Module 19 presented a step-

by-step approach to developing the competency tests.

The purpose of.this module is to hqlp you validate a com-1,

petency test after it has been developed; to determine how 'the

the s'test results will be reported; and ider ways of settin

atandards for passing or failing t. The discussion

presented here is based on the Tperiences of the American

Institutes for Research in conducting the_Vocational Competency

Measures (VCM) project for the U.S. Dependent of Educatiop-es

well as on prior test development experience of project staff.

Overview

The first section of the module discussespossible.

approaches for determining the content validity of a competency

test. -As an illustration, it describes the approach AIR used

tn the Vocational Competency Measures project.. It 'also am-,

ments on predictive validity--the ability of-the lest to pre-

dict job-succesi:-and maintaining test validity over time once

a test has been developed and validated%

The next section of the module considers possible uses

for vocational-competency tests and how test results can be

reported in accordance with the intendod die. It discussed

four possible way..of reporting results and presents other .,

important aspects of reporting test scores: whether scores

-should,be repOrted on-a group or an individual basis, and to

whom they should be reported. . .

The module concludes with .the contrdversial quedtion of

how to set standards for passing or failing a test. It pre-

sents several apProaches to setting standards for vocational

competency tests and highlights important points to remember:

standards must be determined on a reasonable basis, defensib1e

from both. o technical (psychometric) and a legal stanApoint,

equitably applied,,acrosd 'all examinees, and acceptable by the

users of the testalts of the test.

\-
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Instructions di the Learner
yk 4

The Self-Check items and posai,ble responses to them are'

found in the Appenekices. These quastionS,haye,twd 'purposes.

First,,before you begin work n the Modula,sou may use them to'

` check-quickly whether yoU:have already learned tha infordation

in previous classes or readings. In some instances, with the.. ,

consent of yodr instructor, you might decidei.to skip-A whole

module or parts of one.. The second purpose of the Self-Check
is:to Selp you review the content of modules you have studied
in order to assess whether you have achieved the moduleA goals'

. and'objectives.

/You can also use the list of goals and objectives that
follows to determine whether the module content is new to you
and requires in-depth study, or whether,the module can serve
as a brief review beYore you continue to the next module.

- -

r
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Goals and Objectives
/ .

-Goal 1: Explain the procedure for determining the content

validity of a vocational competency test:

*, Objective 1.1 State the purpose of determining the con

tent validity of a test.

-Objective 1.2 dompare content validity and predictive

validity of a test.
4

Objective 1.3

validity.

-W'

Describe the
4 process of maintaining test

.

toal 2: Summarize the possible uses foi,vocational competency°

tests and ways'of reporting test,results:

14bjective 2.1 List three possible uses for'vbcational

competency tests. 4

,Objective 2.2. List three pO'ssible ways of reporting test

results.

Objective 2.3 State the basis for detertaning whether

test scores'should be reported on a group-or an individual

Objective 2.4 State the basis for determining who should
'

receive test scores.

Goal 3: Explain how to set standards for pgssing or failing a

vocstional competency test.

ObjeotIve3.1 DeiCribe one approach to Setting standards

for"iihcational competency tests.

Objective 3.2 List the most important considerations in

setting test standards.

105
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Resources

In ordbr to complete the learning activities in this mod-
ale, you will need information contained' in the following pub-

lication:

Ericksonc R. C., & Wentling, T. L. Measuring studnt
growth: Techniques and proceduressfor occupational
education. Urbana, Ill.: Griffon Pres6, 1976.160' '
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GOAL,1: Explain the procedUre for determining the content

validity of a vocationarcompexency test.

A.

Validating 'the Test

.
After a test has been developed, regardless of the pur-

pose for which it is intended, an effort must be'undertaken to

.
determine.its validity. In simplest terms, the validity of a , ...

test provides an indication of, whether and to what extent the
or

test will be useful for its illended p9rpose. Does the test,
,

in fact, provide the sort'of information it is supposed to

7" provide?

*

,For tesfs that are intended primarily to predict friture

behavior, or performance, the preferred way to determine a

test:'s validity is to cOrrelate test,scores lith measures of

atual pdrformance at a late'r date. This is termed'predictive

validity. By its nature this procedure requires a fairlytlong'

period of time. First, the test is. given and then a pericMkof

time must elapse that is long enough to enabls the indixiduals

involved to have an opportqnity to demonstrate how well they

can do in all aspects of their chosen cateei'An.an actual wqr.rk_

situation. 4,41purse, it would be possible'to locate indi-

viduals alrestahlished in'their caroeobiain ratings of

their
on-the-lithl*rformance,'administftpiteast to them; aAd

,determine.th0Oitionship hetween th4*14iSsures"thts would
" )0e termed codeurttant vadity. A third procedde-that:Is

. ',AT
'fparticularly ', *event for

competency.tests,requires die use of
.

sxperts. to ass 's how represehtative the coverage in the test

Ls of,the area.in question"this is termed content validity.
,

1

'content Validity

,

The determinatiOn-of content validity 1.6 based on expert,

judgments rather than statisticai procedures. Thus a test's

level of'content validity is expressed in qualitative rather. "

than quantitative terms. (A test mizht be spoken df as having

a high, medium, or low level of, content validity.) .

To determine the content validity of a test, a group of

experts in the content area covered by the test is asUd to

ew the,actual content...0,f the test and to provide an indi-

Ion ogehe.degree to which the test content covers the

rkierial that should be covered given the purpose of the test.

,
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For example, assume that a.test has been developed to evaluate
the proficiency of indivEduals completing a week-long course
on developing dente]. x-rays: The teit,covers bo0 knowledge-
and performance aspects of the course. A group of content
experts, probably consisting of persons who teach such courses
and of persons'who actually develop dental x-rays,would be
asked to review the content of.the new test andI based on their
expevt knowledge, prOvide an evaluation of how-well the ques-
tions and problems presenteat in.the test cover the skills and

abilities that should be posWsed by individuali completing,
the course.

The actual evaluation of the content of the test could be
carried out in ahy of, several ways-. Among these are the fol-

lowingi

o. Provide the content-experts with eopies of the'test
and ask each of them to make an ihdependent, global
.evaiudtion.

Provide the content experts,with.copies of the
test and ask piem to arrive at a conSensual, globAl
evaluation.

'Provide the content experts with copies of the test
and ask them to provide indepen4ent evaivations on the
relevance ofeach item in the_test, and whether any
major kreas of significance wdre omitted.

Provide the'content experts with copies of:the ,test

and ask them to arrive at a consensual evaluation for
each item, and whether any major areas of significance,

were omitted.

Follow any of the four strategies.described ebove but

provide the content experts with copies of the,test
outline rather than the actual test.

Aik the content experts to first develdp,'either indi-
vidually or collectively, an outline of whot should be
covered in a test'for a given purpose and then ask
them fo evaluate te,new test with regard to that out-
line, either individually or d011ectively.

Provide the content experts with an exhaustive test
outline, developed either by the test developer or some
third party, of All the topics that could be covered
in the test and then ask them to evaluate the new test
with regard to that outline, either individdally or
collectively.

%.
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Obviously there Isn't any set procedure for determining the

content validity of A test. The possible approaches vary

greatly with respect to_the amount of time reguired.ofIthe

content experts, the types of 'tasks to be,performed by the

content experts, and the nature'of the results produced. The

exact procedure to be followed in any particular casd would,

of course, depend on the time and funds available, and the

wishes of the test developers.

While many other formats are possible, Figure 1 on the

next pages illustrates the way in which information on the

content validity of a test.wa's collected in the AUttiocational

Competency Measures project. In this instance,lthe content

experts were proviSed4with outlines of the content coVered in

the paperandpencil sections and a listing cf the individual-

performance tasks, and were asked to rate each element of the

outline on a fourpoint scale of importance. It should be

noted that the outlines reflect the comprehensive requirements

for each area as determined by the procedures discussed in

Module 18 of this series.

Clearly, if the content experts rated all the elements of

the outline as very important, or even a mix of very important

and fairly important, the test developers could be confident'

that they had included relevant material in the test. However,

this approach does not indicate whether the content experts

feel that all of the most important topics have been in4uded

but only that the topics that have been included in tWtest

are important. For ,this reason, each rater should also be
asked to list.any areas that were omittecd from the test that

are of major importance.
;4

If appropriate procedures were used in the initial:Aeter
mination of the topics to be included in the 'test, a Step that

also required the assistance of content experts, then more
complex approaches to content validation are not required.
The posttest development, content validation step in effect

becodies a verification of the results of the step in which the

test content was initially determined.

The items or performance msures included in a test
usually do not cover.the complete domain of the content area-

of the test. The primary reason for this lack of total cover

age is the.fact that tests,must be limited in length abd in

the time they require for administration. As a consequence,

test content coverage.is typically limited to thor topics

considered to be most important.



OMPETENCY TEST CHECKLIST FOR
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

Cercain knowled.ges and skills are expected when hiringPsomeone who has

jusc compleced a training progiam. The American Inscicutes for Researcb has

been developing a cesc for Eleccronics Technician co measure these skills and

knowledges. We are interested in reactions of employers and superVisors to

che proposed content areas. We would like co know how Lmportanc you chink ic

is for an electronics cechnician, who has recencly campleted a training program,
co know and be able co perform certain tasks which are'measUred by che test.
The cesc is in cwo seccions--a performance, nands-on section and a job knbwledge,

paper-and-pencil section.

?lease indicace how Important you chink eacn cesc concen; area is, by
circling one numper in each row co che lefc of each tesc concenc area statement
on chis and che next page.

b
C?

L
.'.'

Al' c i

J . 1
47
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4. . 0 V 0.

OUTLINE OF :EST CONTENT ARZAS A(

2 3

1 2 4

2, 3 4.

9.
! 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

i 2 3

: 3

1 2 3

1 2. 3

1 '2. 3 4

1 2 3

?ERFORMANCE, EEC:11.,N

a. Replace components on PC toard a.

Heasure voltages and Optimize bias of b.

two-supply amplifier

Assemble CE amnlifier and Inalvte dis- c.

tortion .

J. :dencifv circuit components frog d.

schematic and from equipment

e. heasure voltages and calculate gain in

common base amplifier,

f. Assemble and test bridge-type power
supply

g. Lscablish feedbaCk and dfrermine gain f

of Op-Amp (analog)

h. Assembland test =astable multi-
vibrator

i. Assemble and test IC digicalsc1ock
pulse circuit

j. Determine frequency response of Op-Amp

k. Analyze operation of simplified dif-

ferential amplifier

1. Assemble and test hod 5 shift counter

FIGURE 1. ExamPle of approach used in VCM project for
determining the content validity of a test.
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OUTLINE OF TEST CONTENT AREAS 

o q 

1 2 

2 
' 

3 

1 Z 3 4 

2 3 4 

1 3 4 1.. isolating and identifying 
faults 

306 KNOWLEDGE, PAPER-AND-PENCIL 
SECTION 

A. Using General Purpose 
Test Equipment (oscilloscopes 

volt-ohmmecers, 
function generators, frequency 

counters, power supplies, 
ecc.) 

B. /Ining Hand.Tools 

1. Basic :tend tools 

2. Soldering 
tools 

3. Alignment cools 

. 

Troubleshooting 

1 2 3 4 2: Analyzing circuit measuremerus 
(analog of digicalj 

3 4 3. 
Analyzingtcircuit 

functions (analog 
or digitdl) 

1 2 3 4 n Selectin0Ind ReOlacing_Componencs 

Fabricating Eleccronic 
Equipment 

1 2 3 4 1. Identify4ng 
and select components 

1 1 3 4 2. Using appropriate types 
of solder 

1 2 3 4 3. Applying basic 
electronic conscruccion techniques 

2 3 , F. Calibrating Eleccronic 
Equipmenc 4r 

General Knowledge and Procedures 

1 2 3 4 1. Performing 
mach and electronics/calculations 

s 

1 2 3 4 2. Reading schematics 

1 2 

1 

4 3. Using specified 
test procedures 

3 4 4. Interpreting 
test results 

FIGURE I (continued), 
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Predictive Validity

-e

A

.

As was pointed out earlier, some sorts of testslare
N. developed primarily with the-glope ok predicting some'future

perTormance or behavior. For'azcample, an end-of-course test
might be intended to predict suetess on the job during the

to. first six months after'leaving the course, or,a test aight:be
developed to be given to appAicants for a particulii course
with ehe hope of predicting performance'in the couise. Iff-Such

situations, it is appropriate to determine'the statistical or
,criterion-related validity of the test as well as Ole content
validity. The critei,lon-related validity of a test is usually ,

expressed in terms of the 'Correlation coefficient between
scores on the test and some performance measure. Among the
possible criterion measures for a-test to predict job success
at the end of six months are:

Promotion or not

Productivity measure

Error rate

Supervisor's rating

should be noted that there is no single, universal
criterion imasure.against which a test can be statistically
validated. The criterion to be used in any particular instance
will depend on the purpose of the test and the nature of the
available criteria. It is also important to note that all of
these criteria, as well as almoSt all others that might be
thotightof, require the ,collection of both test scores and

%Iperformahce measuras on an adequate numberof examinees. Such
an effort can be very time-consuming and expensive, and may
well require the cooperation of many_employera.

A statistical validation study should not be undertaken
'at all lightly, and'it is recommended that such a study not be
Undertaken unless an individual with a background in psychO-
metrics is available to guide the effort. Test developers
interested in conducting a statistical validation are Also
urged to consult one of.the riany books on selection and clas-
sificatiOn or employee testing. (See the Recommended Refer-'
ences for,a partial listing of some of the important ones.)
Of particulat value, though it is somewhat technical, is a
book called Personnel Selection by Robert L. Thorndike (1949). -

17
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Maintaining Test Validity

At first glance, it may appear unnecessary to worry about

maintaining the validity of-A-test that has just been developed

and validated. However, time does pass and things o change

with time. Zor example, it wasn't very long ago 4at auto .

mechadics'did- not have to know about electronic igliitions and

WO-spital x-ray technicians did not have_to know about CAT

scanders. -.Because of changes like these, vocational programs

must alsO clhange to some degree every year and during some

Years phere are large changes. Thus, every-few years,it is

necessary to review the content.of competency tests to make

certatn"that they don''t include topics that are no Longer

impcialnt and that they .have not missed topics that have

recently,become important.

.
The best-way to-carry out a validity check is to rely on--

'your employer advisory'committee and, on a yegular basis, ask

them to review the test content, looking for topics that should

be-deleted or added, or whose emphasis shOuld be dhanged. If

there.arq--i-equired changes,,then'aither the changes should be

made or the test should be removed from use:-

On a periodic basis, depending on the changes,in job con-
.,

. tent that are taking placer you should plan a more comprehen-

sive survey of job requirements as was done-for developing the

original set of test requirements (see Module 18). Only if

such continukng review is carried out can you be sure that the

test is still serving the purpose for which tt was intended.

18
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Individual Study Activities

1. The determinationof the content validity of a test can be

carried out in any of several c..4s. This module describes

the approach AIR used in the Vocational Competency Measures

project. Obtain a competency test that;you have used or

with which you are familiar. Contact the developer or pub-

lisher of the test and conduct an interview to determine

the processthat was used in validating that test. Write

a report of your finding's and share them with the class.

2. Select a reference of your own choosing on competency test

development. Read a.chapter or section pertaining to con-

tent validation approaches. Select an approach that you

woUld find useful in your particular setting and briefly

describe it in a short paper. Provide reasons for your

selection of that approach to content validation.

Discussion Questions

1 "There are very few standardized insruments that can be

consIdered perfectly valid. -Few, if any, provide complete

measurements of that which they were designed to measure--

nothing more or nothing less" (Erickson & Wentling, 1976,

p. 309). How much validity is enough? How much validity

should a standardized instrument have?' Discuss these

questions in class and see if you ean'arrive at some gen-

eral guidelines regarding validity when selecting stan-

dardized instruments for occupational programs. ,

2. When selecting a standardized instrument for occupational

programs,"why is it important to consider the predictive

validity of the test? What information will predictive

validity provide that content validity doei not? What is

the basic difference in the processes for determining

predictive validity and content validity?

Group Activity

1. Divide the class into small groups (4-5 people).4 Each

group will meet,separately to develop a plan for maintain-

ing validity cl a locally-devel6ped vocational competency

test. When the groups reconvene, each should present its

plan to the class. When all the plans have been presented,

note the similarities and differences of-the plans. See

if the class can' come up with one plan that incorpoTates

the best features of all the small group'plans.



GOAL 2.: Sumtharizp the possible uses for vocational competency

tests and ways of reporting test results.

Using Test Results

Once a test has'been developed, what is to be done with

it? Row are the test results to be used? These are really

questions that must be addressed early in the test development

process, as noted in the first module of this series. However,

since test usage has a great deal to do with how test results

will be reported, this topic will be discussed briefly here.

Several possible uses for vocational competency tests are

obvious:

AS a course final exam

As a vehicle for professional certification

For comparing.the collective performance of.

individuals from different schools

A diagnostic test to be used to determine areas

in which students need more work

For job selection

For job assignment or classification -

For determining areas in which different schools

are weak and thus need to change eheir programs

The intended use of the test will play a major role in deter-

mining how the test results will,be reported.
)

Reporting Test Scores

Based on the possike uses to which the test results might

be put, as listed in the section above, at least four different

ways of reporting results are possible. These four ways,

listed in ordergby the amount of informat on they provide, are:

a single pais-fail mark for the'entire test

a single numeric score for the entire test
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a pass-fail mark for each independent part, or .

content area, of ehe test

a numeric score for'each independent part, or

content area, of the test

Norm-refgrenced vs. criterion-referenced tests. Although

the distinction is by no means complete, it is-often useful to

think of tests, and thus test score reporting approaches, as'

falling into two classes: norm-referenced tests and criterion--

referenced tests.

In simple terms, a norm-referenced test may be thought f

as a test,on which examinees are compared with each other and

their results are reported in terms of their s.tanding with

regard to some standard reference group, the norm group. A

criterion-referenced test may be thought of as a test on which

examinees are compared with some preset, external, hopefully.

objective standard, the criterion.

Results on norm-referenced tests cap,usually take a large

range of possrble values. On the otfier hand, results on

criterion-referenced test§ often, but certainly not alwgys,

take only one of two possible ialues: pass when.the examinee

meets or exceeds the preset standard, and fair when the

examinee fails to meet theareset standard. 'There are also
instances when results onoWiterion-referenced tests, espe-
cially for crtterion-referenced teSts that attempt to measure
mare than one criterion or objective, are reported in terms of
the number or percent of items answered correctly.

Choosing the numeric scale. If scores are to be reported 4

on:e0p4meric scale they should, of course, be related in some

way to the number of questions that the examinee answered cor-
rectly, or the number of elements of the performance problem
or problems that were,carried out correctly. These numeric

scores could be reported in at least three different ways:

(1) the raw'score (number of questIons correct) on the test,
or test part;,(2) the percent of questions correct; or (3) some

form of standardized score (for example, in terms of a distri-
bution of scores with a mean score,of 50 and a standard devia-

tion of 10).'

The selection of a scale on which to report test scores
should depend,,at least in part, on the scores that are to be

reported. For.example, if only a single test score is to be
reported for ttle entire test, then it makes very little dif-
ference which of the three types of scales is usedp since the
results will be comparable in each case. However, if a numeric

score is to be reported for each of several parts or sections
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of the :est, then it makes sense to ude a score reporting

scale in waich the samescore means the Same thing regardless

of the part of the test to which it applies. A raw score.of

seven means one thing if there are seven'questbons on the test

part, but it means something very different if there are 15

questions on one part and 30 oranother. On the other hand, a'

score of 69% correct, or a standard score of 55-(on a*scale

with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10) are more

consistent in meaning regardless of the number of questions'

included in the test part. In general, the test score report-

ing format selected _should be one that reports useful informs-

. tion in an easily understood way.

There are no rules'that govern whether converted scores

should pe reported in terms of percentiles or standard scores,

since each has different strengths and weaknesses. To help

you decide which score reporting system will be most appropri-

ate for your purposes, a summary of the advantages and disad-.

vaneages of each Approach is presented below (adapted from

Cronbach, 1960, p. 86-87).

Percentile scores--

Advantages:
Easily understood by persons without sta-

.

tistical training
. r

oo- Easily,computed
May be interpreted exactly even when tile

distribution of test scores isn't-normal

Disadvantages:
Magnify small difterences in score near the

mean-and minimize large differences in

score near the end qf the distribution

May noi be used in many statisEical cal-

culations
.

Standard scores--

Advantages:
Differences in standard scores.are propor-

tional to differences in raw scores

Appropriate to use in statistical calcu-

lations

Disadvantages:
Cannot be interpreted readily when distri-

butions are skewed

Often difficult fQr untrained persons to

understand
1441
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'Generally, statisticians.prefer standard scores and laypersons

prefet percentiles.

Two other important aspects of reporting test scores are:
(1) whether scorgs should be reported on .a group or an indi-

vidual basis, and (2) to whom they should be reported. As with
so many other questions related to test development, these
questions should be answered on the basis of the intended use
of the test.

Individual versus group reporting. If the test.is
intended primarily for the use of schools as a course improme-
ment aid, then combining the results for all the individuals
in a given school, course, or class is the logical approach,
since this will provide information in an immediately useful

,form. However, if the purpose of the test is to provide infor-
mation on the performance of individual examinees, then scores

must be reported for individuals. In addition, it would prob-

ably be useful to report SChool, course, or class averages
since most instructors will want this information.

Even in cases where the purpose of a test,is to rovide

group as opposed to individual data, it.is still a g odlidea
to also provide the indrviduals with copies of their own

results. Examinees generally want to know how they do on a
test and knowing that they will get their own results may help
to motivate.the examinees to try to do well. Clearly,"the
test iesults should not be reported to outside individuals
(for example, potential employers) without the petmission of
the examinee.

Another point.to remember is that when-tests are admin-

iStered for the purpose of evaluating a program rather than
individuals, it may not be necessary to administer every test,
or test part, to every india>ridual. This is especially true
when a fairiY large numbev/of individuals will be tested. For

example, consider a program with a total of 100 students, which
is to be evaluated with four performance measures. The stu-
dents could be randomly divided into four groups with each
group taking one performance measure, or divided into two
groups with each group taking two performance measures. Such

an approach can greatly reduce the testing time'while 'still
providing vital information. In general, if a group'is going
to be divided so different subgroups of individuals take dif-
ferent performance measures, each subgroup should consist of
at least 15 to 20 individuals.

Who should receive test scores. - Are the test scores to
be reported to the individual examineee, or only to the
instructors? In general, if scores are to be reported back to

-24-
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5.

the indfVidual examinees, 4nd we,strongly recommend that in

Most cases the examinees should be provided with feedback on

their performance, it is best to 'prepare individual score

reporting foris thy give a detailed explanation of what the

scores mean and do not mean. Such detailed score reporting

forms are often not needed if scores are only to be used by

instructors, but here care must be taken to see that the

instructors do in fact understand what the scores mean.

The quastion of who should receive test scores can also

be an issue when average scores for a school, course, or class

Are to be calculated. For example, should the scares for all

the schools, courses, or Classes be reported to everyone; or

should an individual school, course, or class receive only its

own scores along with the mean and standard deviation of all

the schools, courses, or classes combined? In moat instances,

it is best not to report all oscores to all parties since this

often can lead to ."I'm better than you are" situations.

Remembertests are not perfect. A final consideration

in reporting test scores is the fact that while a test score

can be considered an estimate of where the examinee stands on

4the dimension underlying.the test, a single test score should

not be considered a definitive measure of the examinee's true

standing. This is the case since all test scores contain.an

error component, and for any given indtvidual the size of this

error component is unknown. However, based on a group of

examinees,it is possible to develop an estimate of the accuracy

of test scores known as the standard error of measurement.

While a full discussion of the standard error of measure-

ment is beyond the scope of this module, it is an important

statistic and deserves at least a brief mention. An individual

may be thought cif as having a certain amount of the ability oi

characteristic which underlies a test. Because all actual

test scores are subject to error, the score obtained by an

individual on a test may or may not accurately reflect that

individual's true ability. If an individual were to take

whole series of equivalent tests, we would expect the distri-

bution of obtained test scores to cluster around a score
representing the true underlying ability. This distribution

of.test scores for an individual could be expected to take the

form of a normal distribution. The standard error of, melsure-

ment for this distrubution is.a measure of the degree of vari-

ability of the test scores. Since it is not practical to

administer many test forms to a single individual, the stan-

dard error of measurement is in (act calculated using the

reliability of the test and the standard deviation of test

scores for the group on which the reliability is calculated.

Once the standard error-of measurement has been calculated,

24
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given an obtained test score for an examinee, we can be
approximately 68% sure that the examinee's tmie score (a mea$:.,

'sure of true ability on the underly-ing characteristic) lies
within plus/or.minus One standard error of measurement, and
approximately 95% sure that the examinee's true score lies
within plus or minus two standard errors of measurement. Fo,,r4,_

example, if a test had a standard error of measurement of 3
and an examinee receivd a score of 25, we could be 68% sure
that the individual's true score is between 22 and 28 finclu7
sive) and 95% sure it is between l9;and 31 (inclusive). The

most important point for you, as a test developer or user, to -

keep in mind is that-test scores are subject to error, some-
times large errors, and do not nesessarily,represent thee,
examinee's true ability. 7
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4enk
Individuir l'OUy Activities

f.

41. '-Wiite your definitiaos of the following terms:

(a) nOrm-referenced test

(b) cricerion-referenced c,estiFL

(cAraw scorVi
tkz'

(tWmean score
(e).standard deviatiOn

You may want to use a Atandard text on testing or the

Reqq*ended RefereOces 4sted for this module to help you

ariee at your,def*jiti46:

%Ielect a vocaetonal course or program with which you are_

'familiar that uses vocational competency tests. Identi.6,

the ways in wh15h these tests are used. Then for each use,

identify the 144y*in which the test results are repqrted.

Peesent.your findings to the class.

Discussion Questions

L. "The most important aspect of scoring students' perfor-

mance oh measurement instruments is acciAracy" (Erickson 4S'

Wentling, 1976, p.---351)'. proiride reasods,to support this

statement. How does the "standard error;of measurement"

contribute to ensuring accuraoyof test cores?

2. ,as the philosophlcal bases for crit rion-referehced

Asurement differ from norm-referenced m asurement, so do,

Weae of the methods of scoring, reporting, and inlerpreting

the measurement results obtained with thes two approaches

voto measurement". (Ericksdh & Wentling,,1076, p. 399) Whst

are some of the ways in which these methdd*differ? List

them on the chalkboard.
Ar

W.?

roup Activity

1.

-e

Have the.cla'ss break into three groups. tach group wiil

,interview vocational education officials in a-school dis-

trict within tL state--one.group will select.à small dis-

trict, "another group a medium-size district, an

group a 1 chool dittrictx ,Each group will

intervie $ by,ph e or on-sitd to determine-di t

on vocational cbmp ency testing. Vow ave,co pe ency. .

tests used-in these d4stri0S- and how ire test re ults

reported? Each gr pishouIdmake Seport.on itslindings

at the next class session. ComEace 'the findings_OVnethe

thtee sizes of schopl districts?

the third

conduct
ict policy

.e6 a
. -27
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GOAL 3: Explain how to set standards for paésing or failing a

vocational competency test.

Setting lest Standards

Few issues in testing have,generated so much smoke and so

little fire as the question of hpw to set standards for passing

or failing a test., There is at present no absolute rule that

can be used to set standards. As a resplt, arbitrary rules

have often'been used. A'typical.arbitrary rule used by many

classroom teachers goes something like this: "I teach the

course and I know how to write a test. Any student who gets

from 91% to 100% of the questions right gets an A; any student

who gets from 81% to 90% right gets a B; etc." While it is an

easy rule to state, it does require some significant assump-

tions about the teacher's real knowledge of how an examinee's

performance reflects his or her knowledge or ability, anti

abbut the teacher's ability to construct testd with known

characteristics. ,

Other arbitrary rules assume that acertain proportion of

a class will earn an A; a certain proportion, a B; etc. This

is; of course, known as grading on the curye; and here, too, an

important aesumptión is made about the distribution of ability

on the dimension underlying the test. Most commonly,,this

assumption is that ability is normally distributed and thus
there should be more Cs than Bs, more Bs than As, s many Ds.

as Bs, and as many Fs as As. While such an'adgumption may be
justified when dealing with a randomly selected, group in which

none of the.individuals has had any experience or training
relative to the test content, it is probably not a good assump-

tion when prior training and/or screening have taken place.

Another fairly cdmmonly used rule for criterion-referenced
tests, based on objectives and where scores are reportea for

classes or schools, is that if 80%'of the students get at,least.
80% of the questions correct, then theclass 'or school will'be

considered to have mastered the objective. Like the other

rules just discussed, this too is entirely arbitrary and there

is nothing magic about it. It only 'seems to,be concrete

because it is stated in quantitative terms.

2'7
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Approaches to Setting Standards for Vocational Competency Tests

If the-test you are developing is one on which individuals
will receive a passing or failing.grade, you ghould plan to
use a logical, although it will probably still be arbitrary,
approach to,setting standards. In order tO do this, you are
strongly urged to work-with the advisory coMmittee you set up
early in the test development process. Seek their advice,

help, and cooperation. For example, suppose you are developing
14'a test for auto mechanics. Several members of your test adVi-,
sory committee probably &ploy auto mechanics. Ask these indi-
viduals to identify, and then let you admintter the test to,
their recently hired employees whom they cone:4r minimally
competent as auto mechanics. If a satisfactory number of such
minimally competent individuals can be found and tested, then
their test results can be used to set the standard that defines
a minimally competent person. Note that special attention
should be given to making sure that the minimally competent,
rather than the best individuals, are tested, since to test
onlY,the best individuals would result in setting the standards
too high. Even if the members of your test advisory committee
do not have enough minimally competent employees, they may be
able to provide you with the names of, and an introduction to,
other employers whose employees could be included.

Another possible approach to setting standards for voca-
tional competency tests is based on the,fact that many instruc-
tors in vocational programs hdve worked or still do' work in
the field in which they are instructing. As a result, these
individuals probably have a good idea of what it will take to
do a good job once a student finishes the program. Ask these

instructors to select individuals completing the program whom
they consider to be minimally competent for an individual just
entering the field. Again, be sure they do not nominate the
best students in the class. ,Use the results for this mini-
mally competent group of students to set the minimum passing
standard.

6

A third approach, though is not as,gatisfactory as
either of the preceding two, is to have the members of the test

_advisory committee meet to go over the final content of the
test and, based on this content revipit,-,to set.the standards.
While this approach is arbitrary, it does have the advantage
that it is based on judgments of several persons who are knowl-
edgeable about the field; and it is likely to be accepted bY
the user community since the test adVisory committee members

. are from the field.
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Impact of Errors in Test Standards

Aside from the technical/iathematical considerations that

should be taken into account when setting test standards, an

important human (And legal) concern must be the consequences

of errors in cut-off scores. Clearly, we would like to set.

cut-off scores so all qualified individuals pass, while all

nonqualified individuals do not pass. However, such perfect

cutting points do not exist. So, is it best to set the cut-off

scores high so that not only do virtually all nonqualified

individuals fall below it but also a fair number of qualified

individuals as well? Or is it bdst to set the cut-off score

low, so virtually all qualified and more than a few nonquali-

fied individuals fall above-it? Which of these.approaches (or

some intermediate approach) is taken should depend on the con-

sequences of a classification error. To incorrectly classify

a would-be physician as qualified to practice is far more

serious than to incorrectly classify a first-year student as

qualified to.take a-second-year course. We should aim to set

cut-off scores so as to minimize the total harm (to individu-

als and society) that will resUlt from classification errors.

Keeping Test Standards Up-to-Date

Once test score standards, or cut-off scoees, have been

set, they should not be considered as fixed and invariant for

the life of the test. Instead., 'such test standards should be

reviewed on an ongoing basis and revised ox adjustedVhenever

neceslary. Such revision may be,necessary-because of such

factors as: changes in job content, changes in course con-

tent, changes in employer expectations as to what constitutes

minimum competence, or even the discovery that the initial

standards were set inCorrectly.

Legal Considerations in Setting Performance Standards

Technical issues are not the only problems that must be

faced in setting perfdrmance standards. Schools are more and

more facing the threat of legal action related to these stan-

dards. Tractenberg (no daee),.in his overview of the legal

implications cf performance testing in vocational education,

streases that these legal concerns "should play a significant

role in the development of performance testing" (p. 96). Con-

cerns that relate explicitly to setting test-scord standards

include:
%NI
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the number of proficiency standards that will be set,

the level(s) at which these standards will be set.,

4 whether the standards will be for school programs or
students, and

the consequences for failing to a chieve the standards.

Tracteirberg recommends two courses of Action._, In terms of
level at which proficiency standards are set, he suggsts'"as'a
practical matter, unless a particular program is speciftcally

-/ designed to equip its students for jodrneyman positions, the
.

standards should be geared to entry-levelpos.itions. The more
important issue is likely to be whether the standards actually
relate to the marketplace (p. 101). 'In his discussions of
the consequences of failing to achieve the test standards,.
Tractenberg recommends that:

The preferable, and in some cases the required,
responee to,evidence that.particular students had
failed to meet proticiencY is fo dixect appropriate
educational assistance to them. Thimay take the form
of remediation.For the individual students; it may
involve broader programmatic,or personnel responses.
Surely, if a substantial percenEage of the school's or
program's students Vs failing to meet statewide or
local standards, the overall educational program,,
including the quality of instructional staff, should
.be evaluated and perhaps upgraded (p. 102).

Pullin (no date; p. 118),raises yet another legal issue
relative to test scores. In her consideration of privacy and
confidentiality in performance testing, she *recommends that:

Test scores should not be disclosed to persons outside
the school or to those not directly involved with the
student's training without coneent.

Test scores should not be divulged to potential
employers without the written consent.of the parent,
or if the student is over 18, the student.

Interpretation of test results should be made aVail=,
able to students' parents.

e Tests should not include questions that unnecessarily
infringe on students' privacy.
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Tractenberg (no date, p. 103), looking toward future

developments in the area of legal,issues surrounding perfor-

mance testing in vocational education, makes the following

important recommendation:

Vocational educators should not simplY sit back and

wait to lole sued. They should deal in ,some preventive
maintenance-7they should attempt to head off legal

challenges by fashioning,and implementing performance

testing programs in the most careful manner possible.

If they do so, the law and the courts will have been

an important partnei in educational and professional

reform.

Points to Remember About Test Standardi

The most important points to remember *about setting stan-

dards are that they must be determined on a reasonable basis,

defensible from both a technical (psychometric) and a legal

standpoint, equitably applied across all examinees, and

acceptable by,the users of-the results of the test.
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Individual Study Activities

1. Using the Recommended References listed in this module or

a resource of your own choosing, make a.list of techniques

for setting test standards. Which of these-techniques

apply to norm-referenced tests and whictl'apply to

driterion-referenced tests? Note any similarities and

differences.'

,2. Few issues in testing have generated so much smoke and so

little fire as.the question of how to set standards for

passing or failing a test. Conduct a literature review of

recent journal articles that discuss this isque. Sum-

marize the points of view presented in these articles.

Then summarize your point of view on setting test stan-

dards upon completion of:your readings.

Discussion Questions

1. Grading on the normel curve assumes that student achieve-

ment is a normally distributed trait among the students in

the classes in which the system is usbd. This assumptiOn

is not always valid, particularly when a class is composed

of gifted, handicapped, or disadvantaged students. What

are ways of setting test standards that accommodate indi-

vidxls with special needs'?

2. Criterion-referenced scores are

type. The criterion or minimum
formance on an achievement test
the administration of the test,

often of the pass-fail
level for a paSsing per-
is established prior to
and generally prior to the

instruction that is covered by the test. However, once

the pass-fail grade is recorded, much valuable information

is lost. Fof example, students who can accurately type at

58 words per minute and at 30 words per minute may each

receive the same failing grade (adapted from Erickson &

gentling, 1976, p. 401). What are some examples/where such

a loss of precision is tolerable? What are some examples

where such a loss of precision would not be tolerable?

'Group,Activity

1. Break the class into small groups (3-4 people). Each group

should meet and select an approach tdi, settihg standards for

,vocational competency tests. When the class reconvenes,

each group shoul&present 1.ts approach and support it by

describing its advantages.
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Summary

Any test, oncy it has been developed and regardless of its

purpose, should be validated to ensure that it c4ill be useful

for its intended purpose. This is true for vocational comp&
tency.tests, and the AIR approach in the Vocational COmpetency

Measures project provides a useful model. Continuing review

is necessary to be sure that the test is still serving Ehe

purpose for which it wat intended.

The intended use of the test, which is determined early in

the test'development process, plays a major role in dedermining.,

how the test results will be reported. A variety,of ways is

possible. Whether scores should.bd" reported on a group or on

an individual basis, and tip, whom they should be reported are

also questions that need to be answered on the basis of the

intended use of the test.

Another critical issue in testing is how to set stahdards

for passing or failing a test. There-is at present no rtile

that can be used universally to set standards, and all exist-

ing approaches are, to some degree arbitrary. However, it is

important to be familiar with these approaches and to recognize

their strengths and weaknesses. The most important points to

remember about settlng standards are that they.must be deter-

mined dn a reasonable basis, defensible from both a technical

(psychometric) and a legal standpoint, equitably applied across

all examinees, and acceptable by the users of the results of

the test.

A
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Self-Check

GOAL 1

1. What is the purpose of determining the content validity of

a test?

2. What is the purpose of determining the predictive validity

,of a test?

3. Briefly desdribe the process of maintaining test validity.

GOAL 2

1. What are three possible uses for vocational competency

tests?

2. What are three possible ways of reporting test results?

3. What is the basis for determining,wfiether test scores

should be reported on a group or an individual basis?

4. What is the basis for determining who should receive test

scores?

GOAL 3

1. Describe one approach to setting standards for vocatIonal

competency tests.

2. What are the most important considerations in setting test

standards?



GOAL 1
Vif

Self-Check Responses

1. The purpose of determining the content validity on-rele-
vance of-a test is to determine whether and to what extent
the test content covers the material that should be
covered.

2. The purpose of determining the-predictive validity of a
test is to determine the ability of the test to predict
some future performance or behavior of an individual.

3. EverY few years it-is necessary to review the content of
tests to make certain.that they don't include topics that
are no longer important and that topics that,have recently
-become important are included. The best way to carry out
this process is to rely on the employer advisory committee
for the test development process and, on a regular basis,
ask them to review the test content, looking for topics
that.should be deleted or added, or whose emphasis ahould
be changed. If there are required changes, then either
the changes should be made or the test should be removed
from use.

GOAL 2

1. A vocational competency test may be used as a course final
exam; for certification purposes; for comparing the col-
lective performance of individuals from different schools;
as a diagnostic test to determine.areae- in which students
need more work; for job selection; for job assignment or
classification; as a diagnostic test to be used to deter-
mine ,areas in which different schools are weak and thus
need to change their programs.

2. Test results may be reported as a single pass-fai/ mark
for an entire test; a single numeric score for an entire
test; a pass-fail mark for each independent part, or con-
tent area, of the.test; a numeric score for each indepen-
dent part, or content area, of the test.

3. If the test is intended primarily for the use of Schools as
a course imprnvement aid, then the logical approach is to
report test scores On a group basis. If the purpoSe of
the test is to provide information on the performance of

individual examinees, then scores must be reported for

37
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individuals. The intended purpose of the test is the

basis for determining how to report,test scores.

4. Again, the intended use of the test is the basis for

determiriing who should receive test scores. In most if

not all cases, examinees should be provided feedback on

their test performance. Special care should be taken to

ensure that confidentiality and examinee privacy are

protected.

GOAL 3

1. APproaehes to settin? standards for'vocational competency

tests include: having recently hired employees whom an

advisory committee considers minimally competent take the

test and use their performance to.set the standard that

defines a minimally competent person in a specific occupa-

tion; having instructorsse1ect-students completing a,pro-

gram whom they consider minimally competentlor entering

the field and use their test results to set the standard; -

having the test advisory committee review the final con-

tent of the test and use their judgment to set standards.

. 2. The most important considerations in setting test standards

are.that they are determined on a reasonable basis, defen-

sible from both a technical (psychometric) and a legal

standpoint, eguitably applied across all examinees, and

acceptable by the users of the results of the test.
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